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Attention All Club Members
A thoughtful Treat for your Daimler Enthusiast!
We have supplies of “D” Key Rings and our Daimler & Lanchester Owners Club in N.Z.
Custom Grille or Bumper Badge.
As you will see from the photo the Badge has been reproduced using our original Die but
cast in a lighter Alloy (originally Brass), with a Chrome and Blue Enamelled Centre section
as opposed to the earlier Resin insert.
The unit cost, including postage is
• $6.60 for the Key Ring
• $55.00 for the Grille/Bumper Badge.
Please forward your requirements and cheque to:DLOC in NZ
Peter Mackie
PO Box 8446
Havelock North 4157
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From the Driver’s Seat ...
A Message from your National President
Happy New Year to one and all, I hope that you have all had a safe and enjoyable
Christmas and had the opportunity to spend quality time with family and friends.
2018 is going to be a great year for our Daimler car club starting with the various
club events and of course our AGM and Mini Rally in Thames. The rally is going to be a
great event and the highlight for the DLOC calendar for the year. Your AGM committee
have done a great job organising an interesting programme so if you have not done so
already, don’t delay you need to register.
Maree and I had a very enjoyable Christmas at home followed by a fantastic
motorhome trip to the far north. As members of the Motor Caravan Association and
equipped with a Self Containment sticker on our motorhome we were able to stay at
“park over properties” including designated carparks around the country. Our first
night was in Waiouru at the Army Museum carpark where the overnight temperature
dropped to four degrees and this is summertime! We took the opportunity the
next morning to visit the Museum and were very impressed with the quality of the
displays.
Once we reached the far north away from the Auckland traffic issues our travel route
was via the western side of the island camping at Daragville, Opononi, and 90 Mile Beach.
On reaching Cape Reinga we travelled down the eastern side and stayed at Hihi Beach in
Doubtless Bay, then Paihia, onto Hamilton and home. All up about 12 days.
We are extremely fortunate to live in this country, where we have some amazing
places to visit and experience. The beaches, the sand dunes, the amazing coast line
of the Hokianga and Kaipara harbours. We boarded the drive on, drive off, ferry from
Rawene to Kohukohu then onto the Wapoua Forest and visited “Tana Mahuta” the very
large and very old Kauri tree (estimated to be somewhere between 1200 and 2500 years
old). On the east coast we stayed at a Camp ground some 10km’s out of Paihia and
cycled into town and boarded the ferry to Russell. At Doubtless Bay we cycled from
Taipa to Mongonui, experienced the famous Mongonui Fish & Chips and attended the
Far North Autospectacular at Taipa.
We have Daimler club members living in the far north and they know how good this
area is, so if you have never been in this part of the country before, make the time to
experience it all.
One of my favourite places was the KaurI Museum at Matakohe, this place was
amazing with the history of the area mostly based around Kauri logging and the Kauri
gum industry. In Dargaville we camped in the Museum grounds and enjoyed the
displays (fantastic view of the harbour and surrounds); on the same site the local VCC
have a very large building that contains a large collection of restored vehicles and other
memorabilia. At Taipa in addition to the Autospectacular there is a very good collection
of vehicles at the Matthew’s Vintage Collection.
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Back home I attended as a spectator the Classic Car event Cruise Martinborough.
There were about 400 classic cars mostly American muscle cars, the weather was great
and the event was well supported with spectators from all around the country. On the
Saturday the roads around the Town Square were closed and all the cars were on display.
Looking forward to catching up with you all at the Mini Rally in Thames, see you then.

Dave Patten

Getting up to Speed ...
A Word from your National Secretary
There are no new members this month, but Waikato member, Fred Mathis from Putararu
passed away in January. Fred was a member of long standing, our condolences to his
family.
Also, I have just been informed of the passing of John Osborne from Kaitaia, formerly
Hawkes Bay member. John was active in the far North, he would send me many photos
of the “Autospectacular”. John and Anne run the Jaguar & Daimler Museum New Zealand
Heritage Trust. Our sincere sympathy to Anne and family at this time. I hope to have
further information regarding John for the next magazine.
Further late mail, Ken Walmsley of the Otago branch has passed away, his funeral was
held on the 29th January. He was a loyal member of the club and a very proud Daimler
owner. He will be sadly missed and our sympathy goes out to his wife and family.
A reminder that we need nominations for Branch and National committee positions.
If you can help your club by giving a little of your time it would be appreciated. Winston
Wingfield has advised me that he is not standing for the position of National Club Captain
this year. Winston and Kaye have given sterling service to our club at Otago Branch and
National level over many, many years, thank you to you both. We need some fresh petrol
in the tank to give us an octane boost, so come on, give it a go.....
The end of our financial year is 28th February, don’t forget your subscriptions are due
by this time. Please assist Treasurer Wayne with your prompt payment.
The Thames Rally programme is finalised, the itinerary is elsewhere in this magazine.
If you hurry, you can make a late entry, contact Martin or Wayne NOW!
We have several sources of Conquest parts in the North, inexpensive, or sometimes
FREE! Amongst them, Marius Handcock in Gisborne, Dave Patten in Martinborough,
Laurance Ferguson in Dannevirke, Martin Walker in Auckland as well as myself. If you
require some obscure part, let me know, we usually find one somewhere......
My red SP250 is back from the painter, resplendent in BRIGHT red and is almost back
together as we speak.
All for now

Mike
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Round the Bazaars ...
Daimlers on the Run

Auckland-Waikato BoP Amblings
Christmas Lunch at Rock-It
Auckland/BoP Waikato members visited Rock-It Kitchen and Café at Raglan for the
Christmas lunch, at least 4 of our members decided on making a weekend of it, and
rumours have it that two found the other two at the local liquor store the night previously
and then sampled the local restaurant for dinner. For those coming from Auckland we
had a 100 minute drip through as many back roads as we could use, good to see our
newest member Jon Revill attend.
The BoP/Waikato members turned up around the same time, Wayne was relieved to
see Paul turn up, as they were swapping custodian duties of the V8.
The lunch was awesome array of tastes catering for everyone, and a lot of banter
going on, people planning trips (yes AGM in Thames was mentioned) and work on their
cars that is ongoing. My spares collection shrunk slightly as a door and grill was handed
over. We got to see the freshly painted V8 of Nigel and Sandra, looking good.
After lunch, a few headed to Bridal Falls approx. 20 mins off the main road, a 50-metre
waterfall is viewed, options to view from the top, side and bottom are available. We did
the top and side. On the drive home we hit the normal stop start that we expect after
the Bombay Hills, and after a quick stop, I saw a misty haze, radiator level had dropped
when next checked and the poor V8 was missing occasionally on the trip (hmm new
spark plugs only recently went in) so now parked at the back of the garage awaiting
another look.

Martin

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Manawatu Meanderings

December 10th
Our December President’s BBQ was held at the home of Charmayne and Peter Whitten’s
lovely house at Wanganui. It always amazes me at the great variety of sumptuous salads
and desserts that appear at one of these outings. Along with a variety of meats cooked
by Peter, no one went hungry. While the men explored Peter’s garage and his latest
project, the ladies spent a leisurely walk admiring Charmayne’s garden.
The usual “What are you doing for Christmas?” occurred as we opened our mystery
gift exchange which brought out lots of “oos” and “aahhs”.
The hosts were thanked for their hospitality and everyone headed off home after
another successful Daimler Day outing to end off another year.
January 14th
On another scorching hot day here in the Manawatu, club members headed to the
4
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Ashhurst Domain to meet up with our Rover friends for our annual picnic. On arrival
Mike with the help of others, put up our gazebo in a corner of this very popular park
beside some shady trees. After lunch and a lot of chatting, Brian Wolfsbauer introduced
his friend Shannan, a member of their Country and Western group. Shannan had
brought along his guitar and he and Brian entertained with the rest of us joining in when
possible. It was an enjoyable and most unexpected interlude.
For some of us a stopover for a coffee in Feilding to mull over our first get together
for 2018 brought a lovely day out with friends to a close.

Pauline Goodliffe
A thank you from Laurance Ferguson, when he was in hospital, to Mike, and to Jan King,
who was like his nurse.
Dannievirke Wheels with Attitude
We had about half a dozen cars attend this event. After assembling at the Ferguson’s
we were all able to park together among the other 4–500 vehicles present. We met a
couple of new prospective members among the large number of people who stopped
by to inspect our cars on display. It was probably the hottest day we’ve had, so we were
very glad of our Gazebo for some respite from the sun. We had time for a coffee and a
chat with Reinhardt at Woodville on the way home, a great day for a “top down” outing
in the Dart!

Mike King

RON HERMANNS
Ron was born in Canada in 1911.
He arrived in Wellington with
his family in 1914. At the age of
15 he started as an apprentice
in an engineering company in
Lower Hutt. In the late 1920s
he worked for 5 years on the
car assembly line at the General
Motors Company in Petone.
He joined the Royal New
Zealand Air Force as a territorial
in 1937 and then served in the
Pacific during in World War 2. He
later worked for NAC, and then
Air New Zealand. He retired in
1976.
He lives independently in Christchurch.
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80th BIRTHDAY – RON HERMANNS’ MEMORIES
(written 1991)

Well here I am a few days after my eightieth birthday. It was a busy time, what with
delivering meals on wheels, people calling and phone calls to thank others who had
sent cards, and a pleasant evening with half a dozen friends. My driver’s licence had to
be renewed, which entailed a medical and eyesight test as well as a practical driving test.
It reminded me of when I got my driving licence at the age of fifteen in 1926. It was very
different then.
Road rules were simple. Keep to the left – put your right arm out when turning to the
right. No electric turning indicators. Most cars were open tourers but if you were driving
a closed car, it meant first winding down the window – rain or no rain. There were no
traffic lights, one-way streets or roundabouts. Give way to the right was unknown – if you
thought that the road you were on was more important than the road you were crossing,
you considered that you had the right of way. Speed limits were much lower. On some
parts of the main road between Wellington and Hutt Valley, the limit was thirteen miles
per hour and the road was rough and unsealed. When a mud spattered car arrived in
Wellington, people would ask “Did you travel via the Upper “Rutt” or the Lower “Rutt”!”
Rear stop lights and four wheel brakes were just coming into use. Cars with four
wheel brakes had a red triangle fitted around the tail light to warn following cars to
maintain a safe distance. Hydraulic brakes were unknown and mechanical brakes, if
they were to give even braking, required frequent adjustment to compensate for wear
of the brake linings and linkage. However, mechanical brakes had one advantage, when
brakes were applied when cornerning, the outside wheel brake was slightly released
and inside wheel brake was slightly increased, thus helping the car to change direction.
Oil seals were very poor – oil would run through from the differential and drain to
the left rear brakes and soak into the linings. Kerosene and a brush would remove oil
from the surface but the only way to really remove it was to put the brake shoes on the
ground, pour petrol over them and apply a match.
There were no synchromesh gearboxes. Changing gears could be a noisy and
damaging business. After a particularly noisy encounter, pedestrians on the footpath
would call out “Never mind, sort them out when you get home”. Double declutching
was the answer, it meant judging the engine speed, but this came with practice. Engines
were not rubber mounted so the vibration gave plenty of feedback.
Horns were electric but some cars were still fitted with the rubber built type as well.
The way the bulb was squeezed could result in anything from a little sedate tweak to
an impatient blast. Some electric horns used vibrating make-and-break points as in
a modern horn but others used a notched wheel which engaged a knob fitted to the
centre of the diaphragm.
The notched wheel was driven by a small electric motor or by a hand crank – the
latter allowing the personal touch as with the bulb horn. The electric horn on the Model
T Ford could produce different pitch notes. It had no make-and-break contact points, the
electro-magnet operating the diaphragm relying on the alternating current produced
by the flywheel magnets. The pitch of the note could be changed when the engine was
6
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in neutral by opening and closing the throttle thereby changing the frequency of the
alternating current.
The Model T was also unique in having a separate trembler type high tension coil for
each cylinder. Spark plugs used to frequently oil up. Light alloy pistons had replaced
cast iron and they quickly became slack. Oil control rings were not fitted or they did
not work. Up to this time, plugs could be taken apart for cleaning but the unit type was
coming into use and when they fouled up with oil, they were treated the same as oil
soaked brake shoe linings. Heaped up on the ground, petrol poured over them and a
match applied.
No Warrants of Fitness in those days. If you thought the car was fit for the road,
you drove it. No limit on tyre wear. Everyone knew that there were layers of canvas
under the rubber tread. It was considered wasteful to throw a tyre away until the canvas
showed. Some drivers carried on till the tube showed. Not every one used a tyre gauge.
Those who did not, walked around the car, gave each tyre a good kick and announced,
knowingly – “Needs a bit more air” or, “She’ll be right”.
Some cars were fitted with windscreen wipers, instead drivers wiped the screen
with a mixture of this and that – each to a formula of his own devising. Men swapped
preparations in the way that women swap cooking recipes. Some people carried a
potato in the car, cutting it in half when it rained and rubbing the freshly cut surface
on the screen. Mechanical wipers were usually driven by the vacuum from the inlet
manifold. They worked reasonably well while cruising but stopped when the accelerator
was pushed down, as when passing another car or climbing a hill. Some later ones had a
vacuum tank in the line which overcame the passing problem but did not last long on a
hill. Sometimes a hill had to be climbed in a lower gear than necessary in order to keep
the wiper going. Other wipers were driven from the camshaft and although they kept
working while climbing a hill, once again it was necessary to change down to bring the
wiping up to a satisfactory speed.
Petrol gauges were of many types. Half the cars had gravity feed to the engine which
meant that in most cases the tank was behind the instrument panel and the gauge
consisted of a vertical glass tube inside the car. The bottom of the tube was connected
to the tank and the contents read off in the glass tube from the driver’s seat. One of the
troubles with gravity feed was that if the car was left in the garage or parked at the side
of the road and the needle valve in the carburettor jammed or had grit under the seat,
the whole of the tank emptied onto the ground, leaving an empty tank and horrible fire
risk.
The Model T Ford petrol tank was under the front seat and to find the contents it was
necessary to stop the car, lift up the front seat, remove the petrol cap and dip in what
looked like a twelve-inch rule but instead of inches, it was calibrated in gallons.
Well, those are the main memories of motoring 65 years ago (written 1991). It will be
interesting to see what changes the next 65 years bring.
Footnote: I am now 106 years old and I would love to think that someone may enjoy
a few of my memories.
Ron Hermanns
Christchurch
February – March 2018
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Timelines ...
Our club history from 5 decades of
magazines ...
Timelines Copies of full articles can be scanned, emailed or posted on request.

February–March 1978

The Development of the SP250 & V8 Engines
This article which will appear over the next few issues, is reprinted from ‘The Driving Member’,
the official magazine of The Daimler & Lanchester Owners Club of Great Britain. Our thanks
to Michael Riley, the author, and to Barry Thorne, for granting us permission to reproduce it in
our magazine.
No manufacturer actually makes motor cars. This may seem a somewhat drastic statement
but what they in fact do is assemble thousands of bits and pieces from hundreds of different
sub-suppliers. If you don’t believe me count the number of bits on your car that were made
by specialists; the total will amaze you. Sometimes the subsidiary company is fully owned
by their main customer, e.g. S.U. Carburettors or the Ford foundry. Even so, a delay at one
supplier can cause absolute havoc in the main factory, which is one of the reasons why many
manufacturers use more than one supplier.
The system does have certain advantages. One is that the specialist supplier becomes a
real expert in his particular field as he can concentrate his efforts on designing and developing
one thing only. Quite often he can also draw on his experience from one customer to help
solve the problems of another without letting on how he knew the answer!
Another advantage to people like us, who mostly run older cars, is that the same parts
are used on more than one model and may still be currently available, even though the car
we have is now an obsolete model. Apart from obvious things, like tyres and sparking plugs,
the car manufacturers do not shout the odds about this sort of thing and in many cases the
answer is provided only by trial and error, often error, on the part of owners. Some specialists
such as Girling do provide crossreferencing lists but this is by no means always the case.
The Daimler SP250 is a particularly good, or bad depending on your point of view, example
of this situation. The car has a chequered history even by Daimler standards. The company is
80 years old and it is something of a miracle that it survives at all. After the Second War, during
which they had done valiant service in the design and manufacture of armoured vehicles,
the company policy seemed to vacillate rather. In the mid-1950s there was serious talk of
giving up car manufacturing completely and concentrating on buses and military vehicles,
but eventually it was decided to continue to make cars and to introduce a new range powered
by two new engines. From 1910 to 1960 Daimler were part of the B.S.A. group and Edward
Turner of the motorcycle division was ·called in to help. He had already been responsible for
designs that included the Ariel Square Four and the Triumph vertical twins, and set to work
on his new car engines with this background. Both were V8 type at a time when this was
not common in the U.K. and the first model, the 2½ litre, appeared at about the same time
as the new Rolls-Royce V8 which shows that quite independently two designers had come
to the same conclusions. For its power and weight the V8 can be made a very attractive
proposition, as the Americans had shown. There was also a 4½ litre version which had been
under-estimated by many people.
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The new engines showed several design features that were common in bike engines but
rather unusual for car engines. Both were extremely mean on petrol and would rev. well, and
undoubtedly rather shook the car world. Both have hemispherical combustion chambers
in accordance with then current racing practice but use push-rods rather than overhead
camshafts, thus reducing the costs of manufacture and maintenance. It is amusing to note
that in an interview Turner gave almost exactly the same reasons for building an 8 cylinder
engine as his predecessor as chief engineer at Daimler had done 30 years before. This man
was Laurence Pomeroy and he was talking about his straight-8 engine. The point that both
made was that the individual parts for each cylinder could be kept reasonably compact thus
allowing high revs. and good balance. Pomeroy was more concerned with the balance aspect
as he was designing a luxury car where smoothness and silence were all important.
The new engines from Turner started to run in summer 1958 and this was where Murphy’s
First law crept in. This states that if a thing can go wrong, it will! The design timetable must have
allowed for teething problems on the test rigs but in fact the engines proved outstandingly
good right from the word “go”. For the 2½ litre this is not too surprising as it is basically 4
vertical twin bike engines put together! The snag was that the car into which the engine was
to be put was not ready.
The development people then acquired a Century saloon to enable the new engine to be
road tested. This car also has a 2½ litre engine but it is a mostly cast iron straight 6 attached to
a 4 speed preselector gearbox. The SP engine is aluminium except for the block and develops
140 instead of 100 b.h.p. This must have made the car an entertaining handful to drive and
the gearbox was first replaced by an automatic and then by one from a Healey 100/6. Even
the most ardent Healey fan will, I think, agree that the gearbox on this model is perhaps not
of the cleverest and the greater power and torque of the SP engine must have considerably
shortened its life! Anyway it got the car on the road.
The next step was to test the SP prototypes. One was steel and the other fibreglass.
It was decided to use the fibreglass for production as the tooling costs were much lower,
production could be started more quickly as there were few special tools needed and
modifications could easily be made. The design of the whole car was influenced by the
need to use facilities in the Daimler factory or the BSA group as much as possible as there
was spare capacity available.
There was already a fibreglassing shop for some of the bus body panels. A confidential
report that I have does however say that there would come a time when steel bodies would be
cheaper to produce as production volume built up. Fortunately for present owners, whatever
the other faults one finds, body rot is one thing that causes no problems. Having seen the
state that Healeys and TRs can reach if neglected at all, this is a big plus point!
For many years and as far as I know even now, there was a set run for Daimlers on test.
Every 24 hours the SP prototypes were expected to cover 610 miles, from Coventry to Porlock
and Lynton by night and Coventry to Bwlch-y-Cross by day. Since this was being done in
the summer with all the holiday traffic the average speed of 36 miles in the hour was pretty
good and the petrol consumption of 28.45 m.p.g. almost unbelievable to anyone who has not
owned one of these cars. The other prototype was set to run 5,000 miles on the MIRA test
circuit at a steady 90 m.p.h. There was a slight hitch here as it was involved in an accident and
had to be repaired. I haven’t yet been able to discover what happened. The test report makes
fascinating reading giving as it does, a glimpse of the background work needed before a new
model can be sold to the public. Such things for example as comparisons between the Girling
brakes on one car and the Dunlop ones on the other. The reports make it quite clear that the
USA was the main market and include some confidential figures on the costs of building the
cars and the expected selling price!
February – March 2018
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Back at the drawing board work was still going on. Many people have said that the SP
chassis is a crib from the TR3 but there is a little more to it than that. The basic considerations
are as follows. First, what shape are the main frames cross-section? Tubes are not the easiest
of things to handle and the pre-war channel sections were found to be a bit floppy, especially
with the loads imposed by independent front suspension. Cruciform braced box section was
chosen and the SP chassis may look like a TR3 but it also looks remarkably like the chassis on
most other post-war Daimlers. In fact, both the track and wheelbase are bigger than TR. This
is probably not a bad thing as Triumph tacitly admitted when they built their later models of
TR.
The next step is to decide how to make clearance for the front wheels when they go on full
lock. You can either gradually narrow the chassis as you come forward from the rear or keep
the main beams parallel and sweep them in at the front, which was what happened. The final
decision is whether to kink the frames over the rear axle or keep the frames straight and put
the axle above them. In this case the axle went over the top. There is, of course, one snag with
box sections, namely that dirt and water can get trapped in them and rot them from the inside
outwards. Daimlers are not too bad in this respect and, of course, have the same advantage of
any car with a separate chassis in that new plate can be welded in to make it as good as new
again. Try doing that on your average modern tin box!
Daimler follow the industry rule of thumb that any model that has been out of production
for 10 years is obsolete. Fortunately they also have a sense of history and responsibility and
instead of scrapping the drawings they presented them to the Coventry Museum. With the
kind permission of the factory and the willing help of the Curator the Owners Club have been
allowed to see these drawings and to have them copied. There are literally thousands of
them and although I have hardly started on them yet I’ve already found some that go back
to 1914! Most of the prototype drawings and sketches are there as well and basically one has
the designers thoughts on paper. What might have been, rather than what was built, is an
absorbing and sometimes very frustrating topic. The reasons for things not being produced
will have to be found where possible by talking to some of the people who used to work in
the design office, assuming, of course, that the reasons are not state secrets.
There is always a time lag when a lot of money is being spent between cars starting to be
built and getting back any of the money from customers. I feel that both time and money were
beginning to press because the prototype plans show some rather elegant front suspension
links but eventually Daimler went for the standard Alford and Alder kit. This comes in two
sizes, small for cars such as the Herald and large for such vehicles as the TR and SP. There are
differences however. Whilst the wishbones, bearings and spring pan are all the same as the
TR3, because the Daimler is slightly heavier the spring itself and the damper are not the same.
Nor does the SP have the case aluminium spacer at the top of the spring. On the TR when it
was decided to fit disc brakes, to avoid altering the stub-axle carrier forging an adaptor plate
was used to enable the caliper to be mounted on what were the holes for the drum backplate.
As the SP was always intended to have disc brakes the carrier is different and to allow for the
slightly greater weight and considerably greater speed, the stub axle itself was made fatter.
The bearings apparently are identical to a Sunbeam Alpine.
At the rear the semi-elliptic springs and lever dampers are similar to but as far as· we know
not identical with any other vehicle. The rear axle is a standard Salisbury concoction from
whom Daimlers had been buying for many years. Apparently there is no other car that uses
quite the same axle, the assembly being synthesised from standard parts although I have
been told that some of the parts from an Aston-Martin are the same. There is also a model
of milkfloat that has the same axle! I’ve heard of beer called straight 8 but, racing gold-top is
ridiculous! Unusually for its time, the rear brakes are disc and this does present further snags.
10
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Although you do get good stopping and don’t have to worry about lack of adjustment at the
rear overloading the front brakes, the handbrake can cause awful trouble. The Daimler layout
has a separate pair of small pads actuated by the hand lever and when properly adjusted will
hold the car on a steep hill perfectly well. The trouble is that the only other car to use the same
pads is a Gordon-Keeble, production figures of which make the Daimler seem an everyday
occurrence! This explains why handbrake pads are so hard to get and incredibly expensive
when you do find any. I am seriously contemplating altering a set of Jaguar pads as these are
about half the price and relatively easy to buy.
The real fun and games on the SP must surely be reserved for the gearbox. Until just
before the model was announced, Daimler had made nothing but preselector boxes for
nearly 30 years. Even the scout cars had them. I get the impression that they thought the
preselector was a bit old hat despite all the road tests saying what an easy system it was to use.
Also, it was probably becoming a little expensive to make. Daimlers had been playing with
the Lanchester Sprite which never went into production but was fitted with Hobbs automatic
transmission. Had it been produced, at 1.6 litres, it would have been the smallest automatic
car on the market. The decision to stop was another of those policy changes of mind that
seemed to beset the company in the 50’s. The experience was not completely wasted as the
design eventually appeared as the Daimatic two pedal control on buses and coaches. This is
the one where there is a tiny gear lever on·the dashboard and the “clutch”, such as it is, works
from electric signals off the lever. The saloon cars had just started to appear with Borg-Warner
automatics, which was an option on the SP but a manual box was obviously needed on a
sports car. So the car division had to design a conventional cogbox! Some of the Daimler
buses had their own engines and gearboxes and whether any advice was sought·is not clear;
probably not.
The Healey box installed in the prototype probably told the engineers a lot of things not to
do. This is not meant to be unkind to the Healey as the design was already a badge-up from an
Austin saloon and isn’t by any means ideal. The next idea was to use a TR3 box. I’m not sure
whether one was actually installed but the drawings certainly exist. There are also a whole set
of drawings for Laycock overdrive and the car was advertised with this as an extra although it
never went into production. Costs would appear to have reared their ugly heads again! One
interesting drawing for the l.h.d. model, which in effect meant U.S.A., shows a detail for a BorgWarner overdrive but nothing more is known about this at the moment.
Continued next issue …..

March 1978

Edward Turner … Designer of the Daimler V8 engines.
London was the birthplace of Edward Turner, the man who was responsible for the design and
development of the Daimler 2½ and 4½ litre engines.
A radio operator in the Merchant Navy at the age of 14, he had opened his own motorcycle shop in Dulwich, south London, in the mid-1920s. There he became a manufacturer in
his own right, with the announcement (in January 1927) of the 350 cc face-cam Turner Special,
selling at seventy five pounds.
That bike brought Turner to the attention of Jack Sangster, and Sangster became more
interested still when he learned of Turner’s plans for a four cylinder machine in which the
cylinders, in a block casting, would be arranged as two pairs of parallel twins. And so Turner
went to Selly Oak to develop the machine that the world to know as the Ariel Square Four –
and, incidentally, to continue Page’s work on the Ariel Red Hunter singles.
A determined and ambitious man who had no time for fools, he was to bring a kind of
engineering dictatorship to Triumph but, of course, it was the right policy for the situation
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in which the firm had found itself. Above all, though, Edward Turner had a flair for styling,
and this was soon evident in the minor touches which, when applied to Val Page’s Mark 5
sportsters, transformed them into the best-selling Tiger singles.
Obviously, the pre-Turner range of 18 or more Triumphs had to be rationalised, and one
of the first moves was to trim the list to two types of frame, two types of front fork, and
one basic gearbox. In all the hubbub of making the products viable and getting the factory
back into production, it seemed barely possible that Turner would have time for any original
design work. And yet it was at this stage that he created the machine that changed the whole
concept of motor-cycle design – the Speed Twins.
For all his undoubted ability, Turner was never an easy man to work with, and it was a clash
of personalities that led to his departure from Triumph in 1942. His destination was BSA; but
before very long the differences had been patched up, and he returned to Triumph with even
more authority – as managing director.
The designs of the later Turner period included a new lightweight single, the 150 cc Terrier
(soon to grow into the 200cc Tiger Cub). There was an uneasy venture into scooterdom with
the 250 cc vertical-twin Tigress. Also, the motor cycle twins adopted unit construction. But
the BSA-Triumph merger gave Edward Turner more scope, and his projects were to embrace
car engines such as the Daimler SP250, V8 and Majestic Major, the valve geometry of which
was adapted from Triumph Thunderbird practice.
Though he was to retire from Meriden in 1964, Turner maintained his interest in motor
cycle design, and it was as a freelance that he carried through to prototype stage the last
Turner project of all. This was a light and compact 350cc twin, with twin overhead camshafts,
and in preliminary tests at the MIRA proving circuit it was reputed to have achieved over 110
mph.
The design was bought for production and, after a few modifications to the original layout,
was announced as the Triumph Bandit (or, in a different style of painting, the BSA Fury). Half a
dozen examples were constructed in the tool room, but by this time, BSA-Triumph were on the
downward slope, and development problems caused the Bandit to be put aside.
Turner had not been in the best of health for some years, and in 1973, at the age of 72, he
died at his Dorking home following a coronary thrombosis.

Control Layout
1

FUEL GAUGE

2
3

FUEL WARNING LIGHT
SPEEDOMETER

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

CLOCK
BRAKE WARNING LIGHT
GLOVE BOOT
INDICATOR LEVER
INDICATOR LEVER WARNING LIGHT
INTERNAL LIGHT SWITCH
HORN BUTTON
FRESH AIR FAN
IGNITION

13 IGNITION WARNING LIGHT
12

A steady needle indicates that you have run out
of petrol
To worry you at all times
Needle moves to left automatically on sight of
police patrol car
Remains stuck at ten minutes to seven
Reminds you that brakes may fail at any time
Storage for gloves and boots
Push up to turn left – down to turn right
Flashes and ticks loudly when moved
It is hazardous to use it in the dark
To frighten other road users
Produces an alarming hum
(Keys cannot be recovered if doors are slammed.
Break glass with jack supplied.)
Continuous red light indicates an electrical fault
(no red light indicates an electrical fault)
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14 CAR RADIO
15 WINDSCREEN WIPER KNOB
16 WINDSCREEN WASHER KNOB
17 ASH TRAY
18
19
20
21
22

BRAKE FLUID RESERVOIR
HOT AIR REGULATOR
COLD AIR REGULATOR
DEFROSTER VENT
GEAR LEVER

23
24
25
26

BRAKE PEDAL
CLUTCH PEDAL
ACCELERATOR PEDAL
HAND BRAKE

27 HAND BRAKE RELEASE BUTTON
28 BONNET LOCK RELEASE
29 REAR VIEW MIRROR
30 SAFETY BELTS
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Produces depressing news bulletins and police
traffic warnings
Produces monotonous squeak or throb
Squirts water jets over roof of vehicle
Produces twanging noise – traps fingers – flies
into rear of car
Do not touch under any circumstances
Produces stupor
Produces neuralgia, car ache etc. etc.
Produces alarming hissing noise
Produces
ear-splitting
screech
and/or
embarrassment to front seat passengers
Throws occupants violently forwards
Throws occupants violently backwards
Gives illusions of power
Produces a smell of burning and poor engine
performance
Produces sore thumb
Releases bonnet lock except at the garage
Produces comical lop-sided view of back seat
passengers
Produces mind-bending debates and arguments
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Auckland, Waikato & BOP members enjoy
their Rock-It menu.

Remember, this man is in charge of the
Clubs funds!

Auckland members enjoy their Christmas
meal.

Bridal Falls are very impressive!

A lovely day for a picnic in the Manawatu.
Manawatu Daimler
shade was essential!
14

&

Rover

members,
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Ashhurst Domain is a popular spot.

Shannon entertained us with fine renditions
of popular songs!

Manawatu cars at Dannevirke’s Wheels with
Attitude.
We were glad to have our Gazebo, about 30
degrees C.

Engine and gearbox go in together, much
easier with recently acquired balancer...
Workshop overseer!
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March 1988
Overhauling V8 Upper Steering Columns
by Gordon Somerville
Some months ago I mentioned that I would be giving a report on the above but never got
around to writing it. However as a member has asked for details, here it finally is. My way
differs somewhat from the manual but I find it easier and simpler in all respects.
Firstly remove the 4 screws from behind the steering wheel that hold the horn cover in
place, then with a small screwdriver remove the three screws that hold the chrome horn ring
to the wheel. Now·using a socket remove the lock nut (34) and the main nut (32). You can now
remove the steering wheel, washer (33) and split cones (30). (Having the steering wheel out of
the way makes it easier to carry out the removal of the column.)
Next remove the two screws holding the top switch cover to the lower cover, remove the
three bulbs and their holders and the three screws holding the lower cover (52). Take care not
to break these covers as they are no longer available. Remove 2 screws holding the indicator
switch (49) to the column and swing out-of-the way.
Now open the bonnet and remove the nut and bolt (just through the Scuttle) that holds
the top inner column to the lower column. Then from inside the car slacken the clamp (29)
that holds the column to the scuttle and disconnect the horn wire (37) from the connector
(44). (It pulls out.) Finally remove the 2 nuts holding the angle plate to the wood facia under
the column, the 2 nuts and spacers holding the column to the scuttle, disconnect the gear
selector ball joint at the top of the column and remove the column from the car.
With the column on the bench you can now start dismantling things. Firstly you will
probably require the top and lower bearings (13 & 14), and also the horse-shoe thrust (21).
You may also require the earth contact (35) and the power contact (44), all available from your
spares division at very modest cost, only $38 for the lot plus GST.
The first thing to remove from the column is the horse-shoe thrust so remove the clip (23)
and the retaining ring (22). Then you can withdraw the thrust (21). I then remove the earth
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contact (35) and the power contact (44) by undoing the two small nuts and bolts holding
same. The inner column can now be withdrawn from the outer column and all parts given a
thorough wash in petrol.
For reassembly you can follow the instructions as per the workshop manual, page I.13. I do
suggest however, that you put a liberal supply of grease around the top plastic bearing (13) to
prevent squeaking when travelling during hot weather.

February 1998

A new member was one David Patten!

March 1998
A Daimler SP250 Story
A Daimler SP250 is pulled over for speeding. At the wheel is a late-40’s guy and in the bucket
seat is his wife quietly knitting. The officer says, “I clocked you at 145kph sir.” The driver says,
“Gee officer, I had it on cruise control at 100, perhaps your radar needs calibrating.”
Not looking up from her knitting, his wife says sweetly, “Now don’t be silly dear, you know
very well this old car doesn’t have cruise control.” As the officer makes out the ticket, the driver
looks over at his wife and growls, “Can’t you keep your mouth shut for once?” The wife smiles
demurely and says, I just thank goodness the radar detector went off when it did.” As the
officer makes out the second ticket for the illegal radar detector, the man glowers at his wife
and says through clenched teeth, “Dammit woman, shut your yap!”
The officer frowns and says, “And I notice you’re not wearing your seat belt sir, that’s an
automatic $75 fine.” The driver says, “Yeah, well you see officer, I had it on, but took it off when
you pulled me over to get my license out of my back pocket.” And the wife says, “Now dear,
you know very well that you didn’t have your seat belt on, you never use it when you’re driving
the Daimler.”
And as the officer makes out the third ticket the driver turns to his wife and barks, “You
stupid woman! Just #@!! SHUT UP!” And the officer looks over at the woman and says, “Does
your husband always talk to you in this way, Ma’am?” to which she replies, “Oh heavens no,
officer, only when he’s been drinking.”

February 2008
Technical topics ... The fluid flywheel
(DLOCNZ Bulletin 1/3 May 1971)
The following method applies for removing the Flywheel from DBI 8’s, Consorts, Conquests
and Century’s Etc.
The gearbox and flywheel may be removed from the chassis without disturbing the
engine. This is done by raising the car off the ground and bringing the gearbox out from
underneath as follows:
1. Remove the front seats.
2. Remove brake and gear pedal extensions; disconnect accelerator pedal.
3. Remove all carpeting, transmission cover and toe-board panels.
4. Disconnect gear changing rod and selector rod from gearbox levers and tie well out of the
way. Disconnect speedometer cable.
5. Remove starter motor and front exhaust pipes.
6. Raise the car off the ground so that the undersides of the front and rear bumpers measure
24” from the ground.
7. Remove propeller shaft completely.
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8. Support the engine under the sump.
9. Remove the four bolts securing the rear support member to the cruciform.
10. Support the gearbox from underneath (preferably with a hydraulic jack on wheels which
should be placed under the car).
11. Remove nuts and bolts securing bell housing to engine.
12. The gearbox must now be pulled back until it is clear of the bell housing dowels and the
spline of the driven shaft is disengaged from the engine.
13. By lowering the rear first, the gearbox will come out of the frame and may be lowered to
the ground.
14. Drain the flywheel into a suitable container. If the oil is clean it may be used for refilling.
15. Remove the setscrews securing the rear casing to the front casing.
16. Insert three 5/16th Unified thread coarse setscrews in the three extractor holes in the rear
casing.
17. Withdraw the rear case and the driven member. These may be pulled apart to show the
driving and driven members.
18. The front case can now be withdrawn by removing the six slotted nuts securing it to the
crankshaft.
Installation
The flywheel is replaced as follows:
1. Ascertain that the faces of the front case and crankshaft are clean and free from grit.
2. Give both faces a coating of jointing compound.
3. Fit the front case making sure that the T.D.C. mark on the flywheel rim coincides with the
mark on the crankshaft.
4. The rear case and driven member should be replaced as a complete unit. All front and
rear casings are marked with a part number. These numbers can be found on the outer
diameters and should always coincide. NOTE: Should the fibre joint show any sign of
damage it must be replaced.
Renewing the Oil Seal
To renew the flywheel oil seal proceed as follows:
1. Remove the rear case and withdraw the driven member.
2. Remove the oil seal circlip and withdraw the retaining washer.
3. Knock out the old seal with a suitable drift.
4. Clean the housing thoroughly and insert the new seal and retaining washer.
5. Press the seal into position very carefully.
6. Before replacing the circlip, check that the seal is correctly seated and lying flush with the
face of the housing. NOTE: Care must be taken with the above operation as the slightest
scratch on the inner lip of the seal may cause leakage and eventual failure. For this reason
it is not advisable to refit an old oil seal if it has been removed to facilitate another service
operation. Such scratches are often caused by burrs on the tapered end of the centre
piece.
Installation of the Gearbox
To refit the gearbox reverse the procedure for removing the gearbox as detailed above.
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Articles of Interest ...
THE REGINA

Brian Smith
(The Driving Member, November 2015, pp22–25)
The original photograph of the finished car
on which the brochure picture was based but
spot the differences; for the publicity material,
the chauffeur’s coat and gloves have been
removed and the door trim is different.

The definite article ‘the’ in the heading is deliberate, to stress that the car shown above
was unique. There was only one Regina! The days of the legendary ‘Double-Sixes’ were
long gone and the last of the Straight-Eights was registered early in 1954. If Daimler
was to hold its place in the luxury ‘carriage trade’, something new, large, luxurious and
modern was urgently required. The DB 18’s, tracing ancestry all the way back to the first
of the ‘Fifteens’ in the early ’thirties, had given way to a new generation of owner-driver
medium sized cars in the form of the ‘Conquest’ and ‘Century’ and then up a step to the
DF 300 range, starting with the short-lived ‘Regency’ 3 litre. These were quickly followed
by the Mk II 3½ litre six-cylinder versions, appearing as standard saloons along with the
‘Sportsman’ and an optional 4½ litre power unit (DF 400 series). With more power and
better performance, the ‘DF 300s’ were later promoted as the ‘One-O-Four’ and ‘Lady’s’
models, before growing into the Majestic 3.8 litre saloon. There the ‘DF’ line came to
an end as the 4½ litre V8 Majestic Major took on the model code DQ 450 with DR 450
indicating a longer chassis with standard limousine coachwork. Meanwhile, the drawing
office at Coventry was busy designing a new limousine which with the necessary larger
chassis frame would be designated DK 400 and would utilise the same 4½ litre straightsix power unit as offered on the DF 400’s, which in fact were few in number [see footnote,
p. 243, ‘The Daimler Tradition’]. The idea was to have the new DK limousine ready for
Earls Court, London show in the autumn of 1954, the exhibit and first of the intended line
being ‘Christened’ ‘Regina’ in the post-war Daimler tradition of using names alluding to
Royal patronage.
Hooper & Co. (within the Daimler Group of companies and whose demise was only
five years away), were given the task of constructing the aluminium body for ‘Regina’,
using traditional methods and skills and best materials.
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Modified DK chassis 92700 had been assigned for ‘Stardust’, the ‘Docker’ show car
and chassis 92701 to standard specification, complete with engine 48554, spare wheel
and bumpers, was delivered to Hooper’s works in West London on Wednesday, 30th June
1954. Before leaving the Radford Works at Coventry, the chassis would have been roadtested. Work on body no 10058 could now begin.
Within two weeks, a detailed specification had been prepared by Hoopers:
“Composite framework of English Ash, “Alpax” castings together with steel and light
alloy pillars; strengthened with sheet steel plates; built as lightly as possible incorporating
fume, sound, draught and dust prevention principles; completely panelled in aluminium.
Dash assembly to be made by Hooper & Co. Chromium plated moulding along the side of
body at point of greatest width.” This was a five foolscap page typed document and covered
just about everybody detail from hinges to heaters, insulation and instruments etc.
Postal memos were sent back and forth between Daimlers and Hoopers. On 16th
July, Coventry confirmed that the new car was to be painted in Hooper No 2 dark blue
and black, the front compartment to be trimmed using dark blue leather and the rear
to be finished in West of England cloth “as used on Daimler Hire cars.” Ten days later
confirmation was given that “this car to be brought through with a fine red line.” [notice
the old coachbuilding terminology]. Osmond Rivers (Hooper’s Chief designer) was left
to decide the distribution of the black and blue paint. [Does a colour picture survive?]
Abridged Specification
ENGINE: Six-cylinder; O.H.V.; bore 95.25 mm.; stroke 107.95 mm.; capacity 4,617 c.c.; compression ratio 6.53: 1; two
S.U. horizontal carburettors; mechanical fuel pump with hand primer; belt driven pump water circulation with
thermostat control; 12 volt coil ignition, distributor has automatic and suction advance; 12 volt dynamo with
voltage control.
TRANSMISSION: Daimler fluid transmission incorporating fluid flywheel and four speed epicyclic gearbox providing
forward speed ratios of 4.00, 2.286, 1.511, and 1 to 1, reverse 5.555 to 1; two Hardy Spicer open propeller shafts.
STEERING: Re-circulating hall nut type steering with pre-selector gear lever on column; hypoid bevel gear final drive
with 4.27 ratio.
SUSPENSION: Coil spring independent front suspension; semi-elliptic leaf spring rear suspension, telescopic shock
absorbers front and rear.
BRAKES: Vacuum servo assisted hydraulic brakes.
FRAME: Cruciform braced box section for rigidity and strength; automatic thermal chassis lubrication system; built-in
jacking points.
WHEELS AND TYRES: 16” X 6.5”·rim wheels with 7.50” x 16” tyres.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: Exterior lights – headlamps, sidelamps, flasher lamps; stop, tail and number plate lamps; 12
volt 64 amp./hr. battery. (Electrically operated drop glass partition to centre division available to order.)
INSTRUMENTS: Speedometer, revolution indicator, petrol gauge, water thermometer, ammeter and clock.
FUEL: Fuel Tank capacity 20 gallons including re-serve.
BODY: Seven seater limousine Hooper coachbuilt body with four doors and fixed roof and equipment including fixed
bench type front seat, rear luggage boot with spare wheel carried in luggage compartment, large lockable cubby
hole and open cubby hole in facia; two built-in heating, ventilating and defrosting units – one each in front and
rear compartments; two roof lamps in rear compartment operated automatically when doors opened and by hand
switches, one roof light in front compartment; sliding glass partition to centre division; flasher type direction
indicators; two-speed, self-parking windscreen wipers; veneered facia and instrument panel, panel lighting
rheostatically controlled. Provision for radio under instrument board with extension speaker in rear compartment.
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COLOURS: To suit customer’s requirements.
GENERAL DIMENSIONS:
Wheelbase 10’ 10”.
Track (front) 5’ 0”, (rear) 5’ 3”.
Ground clearance (unladen) 6”.
Turning circle (right) 45’ 0”, (left) 45’ 0”.
The Daimler Company Limited, Coventry,England, R27/010/173
Conditions of Sale
Daimler cars are offered subject to the Conditions of Sale set out in the Company’s Purchase Agreement Form. The right is
reserved to alter any detail of price, specification or equipment without notice.
With only weeks to go before the Show, there was still debate about the style and
trimming of the interior and the original instructions for sliding glass in the partition
were now superseded by a request for a drop division, electrically operated. It seems
that there had been so many variations that Osmond Rivers considered it prudent to send
to Mr R.E. Smith (brother-in-law of Lady Docker and), general manager at Daimler a new
specification to incorporate all the changes, accompanied by supplemental drawings to
illustrate particular features. Also on 17th September, Rivers proposed that the rear be
trimmed using Royal stock grey cloth a pattern of which was submitted with the request
for approval as soon as possible on all outstanding matters. There is on file, a copy of an
internal memo referring to the latest specification “showing the modifications to bring
this body up to Hooper standards.” Does this remark carry an innuendo that something
originating with Coventry was lacking? On 21st September a modification sheet was
issued and this set out no less than 22 items needing much time-consuming attention,
many of them needing to be specially fabricated, like “long chromium plated motifs at
the top of the front wings behind the head-lamps” and “a chromium plated moulding
along the bottom edge of the running boards up to the lower line of the front wings”.
On 15th October – “it has been decided to fit rimbellishers to the four wheels.”
In addition to ‘Regina’ the coachbuilders had other show exhibits, including ‘Stardust’,
to make and display but the record shows that the new Daimler did make it on time to
Earls Court and was seen on Daimler’s patch (Stand 140) ‘The Motor’, 20th October 1954
commented “Finally, there is the magnificent new 4½ litre Regina limousine with Hooper
coachwork, which takes the place of the old Straight-Eight in the large luxury class.” The
price? A whopping £6213.4s. 2d to include purchase tax of £1828.4s 2d!
[Reproduced from an original brochure]
“Elegant in style, magnificent in performance, the new, superb “Regina” limousine
reigns in a class of its own. It is designed to seat seven or five with the two occasional
seats folded into the lower half of the centre partition.
Ostensibly a chauffeur drive car, the upper half of the partition consists of sliding
glass panels: alternatively, they can be made to drop when they are also electrically
operated by switches on the instrument board and on either side of the rear seat.
Interior furnishings are immaculately conceived. They include foam rubber cushions
trimmed in Vaumal leather or West of England cloth; instrument board and other
woodwork in veneered walnut.
Two roof lamps in the rear compartment operate automatically by the doors and
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by hand switches conveniently situated.
Two heaters – one for each compartment
– which when used in conjunction with
the pivoting quarter-lights provide perfect
air conditioning. Provision is also made for
radio in rear seat armrest with an extension
speaker in the same compartment. A
spacious rear boot has ample room for
luggage and spare wheel.
Yet the traditional Daimler luxurious
appointment is but a cloak to a performance
which is anything but “traditional.” Power The deep fluted radiator shell, nice headlamps
from the 4½ litre 6-cylinder engine is with the “long chromium plated motifs” running
back along the wing-tops, with spot-lamps, heavy
controlled with the fingertip by Daimler bumpers with overriders and wheel rimbellishers
fluid transmission and curbed, when combine to give a distinctly impressive and
regal appearance. The index number suggests
necessary, by vacuum servo assisted registration in Nottinghamshire but as a Daimler
brakes, to make the “Regina” limousine Company vehicle, it is possible that the car first
displayed a Coventry plate.
instantly responsive to your every whim
– be it fast cross-country motoring or
dignified procession.”
We are all familiar with the truism – “beauty is in the eye of the beholder!” Although
the size and quality of Regina would have generated admiration, it may be that not too
many visitors lavished high praise on it for its aesthetic appeal. The body design was a
quantum leap away from the classic lines of predecessors, with slab-sides and discreet
chrome embellishment and a bold pleasing traditional front end. In looks it was not
too far removed from the later 3.8 litre Daimler Majestic and then the Major. Both of
these however achieved dignified majestic elegance which escaped Regina . Although
when conceived, it was clearly intended that Regina should go into production, that
did not happen and it would seem that there was a period in which the market was
without a Daimler limousine!
Later, the nearby firm of Carbodies were engaged to design and provide bodies for
a standard model DK 400 limousine. Daimler’s in-house stylist, Jim Rogers had been
responsible for the pleasing Conquest – Century and Regency saloon designs. At
Carbodies Jake Donaldson sought to follow with a limousine body with similar lines, but
after displaying a prototype at the 1955 London Show, it was cast aside in preference for
another slab-sided but spacious body which was deemed appropriate to fit the bill! It did
not carry the Regina name but was listed simply as the DK 400 limousine. Incidentally,
the DK chassis could be had separately not only for Hooper’s bespoke coachwork but
also upon which to construct hearse bodies to match standard limousines used by
Undertakers.
Following the 1954 London Motor Show, Regina was kept by The Daimler Company
for special use but calls for it were seldom made. As mentioned in the February, 2015
issue of The Driving Member, page 27, Regina was used in 1956 by TRH Princess Margaret
and the Duchess of Gloucester on their visit to Sweden, the occasion being captured on
camera.
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Left: Similar in line and style to the Regency Mk II saloon, this prototype DK built by Carbodies was
exhibited at Earls Court, London in 1955. Centre: The production model followed closely the shape of
Regina particularly as regards the side elevation but with improvement at the rear end. These and the
Hooper variants were the last Daimler limousines to have Daimler fluid transmission with pre-selector
gears. Right: A good-looking DK hearse!

It was probably not too long afterwards that Regina, like so many fine limousines,
found itself relegated to funeral service ‘wearing’ all black paint. How many of its
passengers appreciated its provenance? A decade on and I learned that it was to be
disposed of by one of the Co-operative Societies operating around London. About
45 years ago, with limited resources, a young family and no spare garage space it was
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irrational, but nonetheless, ownership passed to me. I have now no record of the price
but believe no more than £200 secured the deal! ‘Slats’ had been added to the roof
along with a rail so that wreaths could be secured on top but it was not economical to
consider removing these and so the car came to me as it was, causing some reluctance
on the part of family to ‘go for a ride’!
On test when new Regina made 81mph
but the factory said that later examples
would give better performance and an
increase in maximum speed.
It was neither unduly heavy (no
power steering!) nor unpleasant to drive:
everything worked well and over a period
of months it provided enjoyable weekend
motoring out into the Essex countryside. At
the time I also had EDU 626 (centre photo
opposite page), the Vanden Plas E4 StraightEight, so, when I received an offer for
Regina, I let her go. Despite some negative
comment, I am pleased to have owned this one-off coachbuilt Daimler.
Some time later, I learned that ‘she’ had been totally destroyed in a fire: a lamentable
and very sad end for a once intended ‘flagship’ Daimler but ironically, perhaps cremation
was a fitting, albeit harsh farewell to a not much-loved car which ended its working life
in the funeral trade.

The Regina – ideal for all the family! A Sunday afternoon call at Havering-atte-Bower, Essex
c. 1970–71 below; a rare view of the rear end.
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Hitting the Road ...
Daimler Events Diary

Feb 11th
Ellerslie Concours

Auckland

March 4th
Brit Euro Howick
March 18th
Galaxy of Cars Western Springs
For the above car shows please call Bryan on 096305172 or email dlocauckland@yahoo.
co.nz if attending.
March 23–25th
National AGM Thames
April
Auckland BOP/Waikato AGM
Currently looking to be in Cambridge. Date/details to come
May
Weekend Away
June
Matakohe Museum
July
MidWinter Lunch/Dinner

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Manawatu

February 11th
The Wellington British Car Day at Trentham has been saved from oblivion and will be
run to the same format as previously. The organiser now is Denis Christiansen of the MG
Car Club. We will meet at the Ohau Weigh station at 8.30am. If anyone attending has a
towbar or lots of room to assist with transporting the sound system, please let me know.
March 4th
This is the date set for the Branch AGM. Format is BYO lunch at President Pauline’s
property in Greens Road. We always welcome new blood on the committee and would
like your ideas and support.
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March 23–25th
National Mini Rally & AGM in Thames. For late entries, contact Martin or Wayne in
Auckland!
Also for those interested,
February 18th is the Shannon Car Show.
March 11th is the Hawkes Bay British Car Day.
April
River City Parkup, Wanganui, to be confirmed

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Otago

February 18th
Otago Branch trip to Ophir. We will travel there on Highway 85 and have lunch at
Pitichies Restaurant and after travel to Oterehua to visit Earnest Hayes Museum there,
entry fee is $12 per person. Further information if required from Kaye Wingfield, phone
03-476-2323.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

MINI RALLY AGM ITINERARY

Friday Night
6:30pm onwards Meet and greet, and dinner if you wish at Grahamstown Bar and
Diner Cnr of Pollen and Pahau Street
Saturday
8am
Meet Bella St Pump House Cnr Bella Street and Waiokaraka Rd Cochrane St
8:30
Depart for Driving Creek
10:15
DCR train
11:30
return from train
12:00 Lunch at Admiral Arms
1pm
AGM Starts
1:45
free time to explore Coromandel
2:15
depart for Goldmine Experience
3:15
Goldmine experience (bring a torch)
4:15
National Exec meeting / explore Thames
6–9
Dinner at Bella St Pump House
Sunday
8:30
Optional breakfast at Grahamstown Diner from $16
9:30
Drive to Victoria Battery 40 mins
10:15
VBTS
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Members’ Market ...
Members are welcome to use this space free of charge.
Forward details to Mike King before 10th of the month of publication.
Name Badges
These are available from Waikato BOP Branch. Cost is $21 each, contact Paul Edginton,
pledginton@gmail.com.

Wanted
Daimler Consort front grill shell, pair of bumper mounting spring (not the irons) and
a pair of front stub axles. Contact Kevin Christopher at info@classiccarjourneys.co.nz or
phone 03-442-4482

For Sale
Daimler V8 parts including grills, lights & badges for sale. Price by negotiation contact
Belinda Whitfield fcandjwhitfield@xtra.co.nz 09-483-9355 or 027-689-5296.
Daimler Conquest. This car has been housed in a shed for some 40 years. The family
would love the car to go to someone who would love it and restore it (rather than broken
for parts). The cylinder head has been removed, rust is minimal, they are flexible in
price. The first contact is Neil Gamble, neilgamble8@gmail.com 651 Centre Road, R.D.1.,
Outram 9073, 027-473-3035.
Daimler Series 2 1975. This car started life as the Hamilton Mayoral Car prior to being in
the care of ex DLOCNZ member Bruce Henderson. It is still in exceptional condition with
Susan Worthington in Waikanae. It has a new WOF but needs a new home as Susan is
unable to use the car as much as she would like. The asking price is $8000 or near offer.
Contact susanworthington@clear.net.nz. phone 04-904-9016.
Daimler Conquest Cars and Parts
Daimler Conquest car not in running order although with most of part.
Parts to Daimler conquest – note all parts have some corrosion but are salvageable
3 transmissions 2 complete, 1 parts
3 cylinder heads – 2 cast iron base, 1 alloy complete with valves and springs. Thermostat
housings on heads
2 complete rocker shaft assembles
2 inlet manifolds
1 exhaust manifold
1 air filter assembly
1 bare short back
1 short motor with fluid flywheel
February – March 2018
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1 Bare flywheel only
1 fan, water pump pulley and drive flange
1 t/seal
1 t/cover
1 oil pump
1 studs
Bolts, nuts,
1 Rear engine plate
1 generator bracket
2 sumps
1 complete diff
1 parts of diff – housing/gears/axles/brake drums
1 bonnet
3 road wheels and hub caps
Contact Marius Handcock, 021-225-5209, Gisborne.
XJ40. No room for this vehicle any more and it
not being used. Last registered with WOF in 2017,
registration is now on hold.
I have owned this vehicle for nine years and
has been housed in a car shed, it is still in good
condition. Any reasonable offer considered.
Contact Ray at rccwalker@orcon.net Phone 06376-5563.
___________________________________________________

NOTICE OF
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Note is given of the National AGM is to be held in
Thames on Saturday 24th March 2018.
Any Remits or Notices of Motion must be lodged
with the Secretary before 1st March 2018.
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DAIMLER & LANCHESTER OWNERS’ CLUB

AUCKLAND BRANCH
President
Vice President

Secretary
Treasurer
Committee
National Delegate

BRANCH DIRECTORY

Bryan Davis, 28 Shackleton Road My Eden
bg.davis@gmail.com
Christopher Wilson, 26 Alexander Ave, Torbay
camwilson@xtra.co.nz
John Penman, 25A Fancourt St. Meadowbank
jandvpenman@clear.net.nz
Martin Walker, 460 Blockhouse Bay Rd
marttinwalker@xtra.co.nz
Wayne Duncan, 44 Grotto St, Onehunga
dunczone@gmail.com
Valerie Penman, Clive Butler, Stephen Boyle, Ken Walker
Martin Walker, marttinwalker@xtra.co.nz

09 630 5172
09 473 8498
09 521 2011
09 628 4868
09 555 3669

WAIKATO/BAY OF PLENTY BRANCH ..... in Recess
HAWKE’S BAY BRANCH
President
Vaughan Cooper, 4 Aintree Road, Havelock North 4130
Secretary/Treasurer
No Nomination
Club Captain
Robyn Boyce, 3 Northwood Ave, Hastings 4120
randmboyce@xtra.co.nz
Committee
Anne Bowes, Graeme Bowes, Mike Boyce, Peter Mackie
Past President
Richard Bennett
National Delegate
Peter Mackie, peter.mackie@slingshot.co.nz
MANAWATU BRANCH
President
Pauline Goodliffe, 194 Green Road, Awahuri, Palmerston North
Secretary/Treasurer
Ian Hodgkinson, 7 Lyndale Place, Palmerston North
hodgkinson@xtra.co.nz
Club Captain
Mike King, 21 Millar Street, Palmerston North
mwking45nz@hotmail.com
Committee
Des Symons, Hilton Zachan, Brian Wolfsbauer, Peter Whitton,
Barry Cleaver, Laurance Ferguson
National Delegate
Mike King, mwking45nz@hotmail.com
OTAGO BRANCH
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee
Past President
National Delegate

Ken Whyte, Woodlawn,145 Coast Rd, RD1 Waikouaiti 9471
Dianne Henderson, 535 Palmerston-Dunback Rd, RD3,
Palmerston 9483, dianne.guiding@gmail.com
Kaye Wingfield, 7 Pioneer Cres, Helensburgh, Dunedin 9010
wingiewk@xtra.co.nz
Winston Wingfield
Geoffrey Anderson
Winston Wingfield, wingiewk@xtra.co.nz

06 877 5698
06 878 9071

06 877 4766

06 323 7081
06 357 2073
06 357 1237

06 357 1237

03 482 2727
03 465 2056
03 476 2323

